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THE EXTERIOR SKIN CONSISTS OF 2,242 CURTAINWALL PANELS FROM LEVEL 2 UP TO THE ROOF.

APPROXIMATELY 11,000 CUBIC YARDS OF CONCRETE

OVER 5,100 LIGHT FIXTURES

OVER 1,450 TRADESPERSONS HAVE WORKED ON THIS BUILDING

4,920 PAGES OF STRUCTURAL STEEL SHOP DRAWINGS

CURTAINWALL PANELS WERE ASSEMBLED IN THE SAME FACILITY USED TO BUILD THE F14 TOMCAT

6,280 STRUCTURAL STEEL MEMBERS

3,941 TONS OF STRUCTURAL STEEL

604 WOOD DOORS IN THE ENTIRE BUILDING

SOME DOOR FRAMES ARE UP TO 14’ TALL AND 27’ LONG AND THE GLASS LITES IN THESE FRAMES WEIGH UP TO 1,200 LBS

100 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS IN THE BUILDING

IF ALL THE MARKER BOARDS IN THE BUILDING WERE COMBINED, THEY WOULD COVER OVER 315 ACRES
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